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Let’s Talk
About Husk
In what some are grandly declaring
the most anticipated opening in
Savannah’s culinary history, Husk has
arrived. Here, chef and partner
Sean Brock and chef de cuisine
Tyler Williams (of Atlanta's Abattoir
and Woodfire Grill) chat about their
plans for this fourth and largest
outpost of Brock’s celebrated
Lowcountry restaurants, set to open in
mid-December in an iconic Colonial
Revival at 12 W. Oglethorpe Ave.
Just wait until you see what they’ve
done with the place.
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ON SAVANNAH’S CULTURE:
Sean Brock: When we explore a cuisine,

we start with the soil, the history and the
present day. That then leads us to the cultural
influences and how they affect agricultural
practices and cuisine. You’ll see that micro
regions break down into micro-micro regions.
If you wrote lists of the cultural influences in
Savannah and Charleston, those lists would
really be quite different. For one, there’s the
Irish influence in Savannah. The first stop we
made on a food tour was for meat pies at an
Irish pub. That culture gets sprinkled into the
whole Savannah pot.

ON WORKING WITH
THE COMMUNITY:
Tyler Williams: I’ve been on the ground
trying to learn as much as I can about
Savannah, its people and history. It’s fun to be
in an environment where chefs are working
together to source locally and support the
local economy. I’ve built a list of heritage
crops so we can grow things here that over
time have sort of gone by the wayside. Things
like purple ribbon sugar cane and Sapelo
Island red peas. I’ve researched as many old
menus as possible, where the same things
were often referred to, like certain varietals
of squash and watermelon and types of jams.
I’m working to bring those things back.
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Tyler Williams and
Sean Brock inside
the new Husk in
Savannah
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ON THE HUSK
IDEOLOGY:
Brock: One of the important

things about Husk is our discipline in only buying Southern
ingredients. I made that rule
because there’s an opportunity
for farmers to connect with and
grow what local chefs want.
Hopefully what we’ll see out
of this collaboration is a lot of
those plants coming back to
kitchens all over Savannah—a
repatriation of historical crops.
Williams: The Husk model
requires so much interaction,
attention and relationship
building, but it has such a
reward attached to it.

ON THE MENU:
Brock: It’s so organic that we

can let things happen as they’re

supposed to. Sometimes an
entire menu will change in a
day, sometimes we’ll like a dish
so much that it will stick around
for a whole week. Not having a
plan—that’s the plan.
Williams: Being a seasonal,

hyper-local restaurant, there
are specialties that will present
themselves throughout the year.
I don’t know if I’ll be able get
the tupelo fruit to make my own
Ogeechee lime pickles on time
for opening, but I will eventually. And if we want a particular
type of fish, it all rests on what
the fisherman catches that day.

ON EACH OTHER:
Brock: It’s been a long time
since I’ve met someone who
can match my insanity when it
comes to gathering information.

SPECTACULAR

WATERFRONT

DINING!

It’s so wonderful to see and it
gives me hope for the world. If
you have Tyler’s passion and
knowledge, cooking is the 		
easy part.
Williams: To come to a point
in my career where I have a
mentor again is wonderful. The
creative back-and-forth that
Sean and I have is electric—I
feel so lucky.

ON THEIR
FAVORITE MEALS:
Brock: Anything that reminds

me of my mom or my grandma.
I was in Tokyo recently and
walked right up on a pokeweed
plant—that’s my mom’s favorite
thing to eat. When I smelled
it, I was back on the side of the
road in Wythe County, Virginia,
picking poke with her.

Williams: When I was just
starting out as a cook in
Portland, Oregon, I had a lamb
dish—it had been raised eating
a particular hay and it then was
roasted in that same kind of
hay. It really brought things full
circle and made me understand
the connection between space
and place.

ON 12 W.
OGLETHORPE AVE.:
Brock: This might sound

cheesy, but there’s an emotion
attached to walking into a
Husk, and I hope it’s the same
emotion that people feel when
going to someone’s home to
eat. That’s why all the Husks are
in houses. As soon as I walked
in to the Savannah building,
I knew right away—this is a
fricking Husk.

When you give a Chart House gift card to
friends and family, they will say Thank you!
And maybe they will invite you to join them
for fresh fish, slow-roasted prime rib and
the original hot chocolate lava cake.

Best Happy Hour on the River!

Open for Thanksgiving and Christmas
Make your reservation now at chart-house.com
202 West Bay Street I Savannah I 912-234-6686
Two Hudson Road I Hilton Head Island, SC I 843-342-9066
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